Support a Peace Project: Become a Member of Tamera’s Support Circle

Tamera is a peace research and education center – an emerging Healing Biotope – in the south of Portugal. Our work is to develop features of a cultural design in which violence and mistrust are replaced by genuine compassion, solidarity and trust between all fellow creatures. For over 40 years, Tamera has been pioneering a lived research into fields such as community, love and sexuality, spirituality, ecology, technology and raising free children. We aim to integrate them into a coherent draft for a society in resonance with Life itself. To learn more about us, visit our website.

“The models of Healing Biotopes that already exist could play a crucial role in the transfer of knowledge and the construction of new forms of life. They also have the power to capture the attention of an entire generation waiting for hope and transcendence – on a planet headed for a major collapse.”

— Alnoor Ladha, political thinker, author and activist, former board member of Greenpeace International, USA

Internally, our community runs on a gift economy. Everyone in Tamera voluntarily contributes their work and knowledge, and we tend to each other’s needs, without monetizing their value. In return, the community covers the living costs of its members, to the best of its abilities.
Nevertheless, we still largely rely on the capitalist system when we interact with the world around us. To further embody our vision, we’re currently exploring how to expand the gifting paradigm to our interaction with visitors, students, partners and society at large: an economy in which we offer our knowledge and experience freely, trusting that our needs will be met in return. In that spirit, your regular contributions will enable us to maintain and develop Tamera.

We invite you to help us continue our research work on a regenerative culture by donating towards our community budget. We need about 100,000 euros a month to cover our costs: salary costs for external expertise (25K), individual needs of community members (23K), food (19K), infrastructure & utilities (17K), plus unforeseen costs like birth, death, and medical expenses (June 2022).

Here are some ways you can help us move closer to this goal:

- **Donate monthly & become a member of our Support Circle!** Come and enjoy regular video calls and dialogue with our team.

- **Send this call on to your friends and networks!**

For more information do not hesitate to contact us: **supportcircle (at) tamera.org**

We thank you for your active support and contributions!

*The Tamera Community*